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THE BOW RIVER PROJECT
CONCLUSIONS AT A GLANCE
»

The Bow River System can and should be managed differently.

»

Stakeholder collaboration to model the river and identify options shows that
integrated management of the Bow River System from headwaters to confluence
is realistic and achievable, with potential economic, environmental and social
benefits throughout the Bow Basin.

»

The proposed changes can be implemented for relatively modest cost.

THE BOW RIVER SYSTEM TODAY

The Bow River is one of Alberta’s most historically, economically and environmentally
significant waterways. It flows through the most populous river basin in the province, where
more than one-third of Alberta’s residents live. A growing population, a thriving economy
and the fact that the Bow River Basin is closed to new licence applications are placing everincreasing pressure on water supplies in the region.
FIGURE 1. Map of the Bow River Basin
{Source: Bow River Basin Council}

For the past 100 years the flow of the Bow River has been controlled by dams and reservoirs
and by the operating rules established by the owners of these facilities. Since 1911, TransAlta
has been the main influence on the storage and release of water in the river and its
tributaries. Given that the timing and flow rate of the Bow are already being managed, there
is a unique strategic opportunity to change the way decisions are made and make water
available to more users when and where it is needed most.
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FIGURE 2. Map of TransAlta Facilities
{Source: TransAlta}

The figure below reflects various aspects of current management of the Bow River as well
as some of the key impacts of those management decisions.
FIGURE 3. BRP Base Case Summary (Current Situation)

Percent of electricity generation
from Bow hydro is a minor factor
in Alberta Power System

No coordinated management of storage
and flows for current and future needs,
droughts or floods
Climate and weather changes indicate
need for additional water storage and
multi-purpose management
Flows at Bassano
below 17 cms (600
cfs) under certain
conditions

Kananaskis operations have
severe negative effects on
aquatic ecosystem and fish
No assurance of minimum flows
through or below Calgary for
population growth, economic
development and environment
Alberta must meet its Water for Life goals:
1. Safe, secure drinking water;
2. Healthy aquatic ecosystems;
3. Reliable, quality water supplies for a sustainable economy
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The Bow River Project identified potential options to mitigate these impacts and manage
the river system in a more integrated manner, with economic, environmental and social
benefits to water users across the basin. The current situation formed the “base case” for
the model, described in the next section. The modelling work and results are described in
detail in the full project report.

MODELLING THE BOW RIVER SYSTEM
The Bow River Project Research Consortium (the Consortium) was formed in May
2010. It is a collaborative group of water users and managers whose members control
approximately 95% of all water allocations and estimated water use in the Bow River
Basin. Participants used an interactive hydrologic simulation model to create the Bow
River Operational Model (BROM). The BROM was the basis for all subsequent work and
is a valuable and timely legacy tool that will be useful to all those interested in the way
Alberta’s rivers are managed.
Data for the model came from a number of sources including TransAlta, Alberta
Environment’s Water Resources Management Model, In-stream Objectives, the
Irrigation Demand Model, the Alberta Electricity System Operator, and Alberta’s Water
Conservation Objectives. Using the BROM, participants established a base case that
reflects current operations of the river system, and then developed scenarios for
management alternatives. More than 30 economic, environmental and social performance
measures were compiled to assess the impacts of the scenarios.
Four scenarios were developed; one of these became the Preferred Scenario in which:
»

Lower Kananaskis Lake is stabilized at 1663.5 metres—3.5 metres below the current
1667-metre full supply level—with a fluctuation of ± 0.5 metre; this is a significant
change from current annual fluctuation of up to 13.5 metres.

»

Discharge flows into the Kananaskis River from the Pocaterra power plant are held
steadier, with the objective of ensuring that within-day instantaneous flows vary by no
more than a factor of three, maximum day-to-day instantaneous flows vary by no more
than a factor of two, and minimum day-to-day instantaneous flows vary by no more
than a factor of 0.5.

»

A “water bank” is created with a combined volume of 74,000 dam3 (60,000 acre feet)
taken from TransAlta reservoirs above Ghost reservoir, in proportion to reservoir size.

»

The capacity of Langdon reservoir is doubled from 8,340 dam3 to 16,700 dam3 (6,750
acre feet to 13,500 acre feet).

This Preferred Scenario could be enhanced to provide additional potential benefits
by restoring Spray Lakes Reservoir to its original design specifications. This would
provide storage and managed access to another 75,200 dam3 (61,000 acre feet) of water.
This option was also modelled but further work is needed to assess how it might be
implemented and the extent of additional benefits that would accrue.
A semi-final version of the data was used to test the water quality impacts of one scenario
using Alberta Environment’s Bow River Water Quality Model. The tested scenario did
not include the water bank but did include a restored Spray reservoir. The results showed
essentially no differences in water quality for any of the parameters tested.
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POTENTIAL BENEFITS OF INTEGRATED RIVER
MANAGEMENT
The Preferred Scenario reflects a shift to integrated management of the Bow River System.
This scenario, which could be implemented without affecting Alberta’s existing priority
water allocation system, could add considerable value to the region and the province in the
following ways:
» Cost-effectively meet the forecast
water demands of a growing
population in the Calgary region and
provide opportunities to better
manage waste discharges to the
Bow River System.
» Enhance and expand recreation
opportunities in the CalgaryKananaskis area for rafters, kayakers,
canoeists and anglers as well as those
who support the recreation and
tourism industry (hotels, restaurants,
retailers, fishing guides, travel
operators and the nearby casino/
hotel).
» Reduce the peak of moderate flood
events.
» Mitigate drought through the carryover of water storage for emergency
human supply under certain drought
conditions. Drought mitigation
planning by all users of the Bow
System could also be valuable for food
production in the irrigation districts.
Bow Glacier at Bow
Lake

»

Substantially increase biological productivity, including fisheries, in Lower Kananaskis
Lake and substantially improve aquatic ecology in the Kananaskis River by altering the
operating criteria for the Pocaterra power plant, with modest impact on capital costs
for hydro operations. There is also significant potential value associated with the
creation of fish habitat units for the purpose of offsetting the loss of fish habitat in
other places.

»

Potentially expand irrigation, which more than doubles the value and yield of crops
compared to dryland farming, while maintaining environmental flows in the Bow.

The figure below illustrates the impacts of the Preferred Scenario in various reaches of the
Bow River.
Time constraints prevented the Consortium from quantifying all of the potential costs and
benefits, and further work is needed in this area. Based on previous studies, capital costs
to replace the Pocaterra turbine to accommodate steadied flows into the Kananaskis River
are estimated at $5-6-million.
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If the option for restoring Spray Lakes Reservoir were considered, preliminary capital cost
estimates range from $20-million to $100-million. Preliminary estimates to compensate
TransAlta for lost revenue from implementing the preferred scenario range from
$2-million to $2.5-million. Other capital and operating costs may also be identified.
FIGURE 4. BRP Preferred Scenario Summary

Water bank
established at
74,000 dam3
(60,000 af)

Option for further
consideration:
75,200 dam3 (61,000 af)
storage added to
Spray Reservoir

Minimum Bearspaw flows
retained at 35.4 cms
(1250 cfs)
through Calgary
Reduced need for new
storage for municipal use
Langdon reservoir
doubled to 16,700
dam3 (13,500 af)

Lower Kananaskis
Lake stabilized
at 1663.5 m

Higher priority for
Bassano flows

World class trout
fishery protected
Kananaskis River
stabilized by steadied
Pocaterra discharge

Design principles met:

Significant benefits for all users:

Associated costs:

» Net benefit to
environment
» Population, economic
needs met
» Apportionment met
» Minimum flows met
» Known First Nations
requirements met
» Priority water
allocations respected
» TransAlta costs
covered

» Enhanced flows below Bassano & other reaches
during low-flow periods
» Protected Calgary flow levels ensuring water
quality standards, fisheries protection and
reduced ice jams
» Aquatic health, fisheries and recreation
improvements in Lower Kananaskis Lake &
Kananaskis River
» Greater opportunities to support growing
population demands
» Offers flood & drought mitigation options
» Improved alignment of irrigation needs,
environmental values and upstream users

» Compensation for lost
TransAlta revenue
» Additional recreation
facilities
» Possible capital for
Pocaterra turbine
» Possible capital for
Spray restoration

CONCLUSIONS FROM THE BOW RIVER PROJECT
The results of this project clearly show that:
»

The Bow River System can and should be managed differently,

»

Proposed changes to improve water management are realistic and achievable, with
potential benefits throughout the Bow Basin, and

»

The proposed changes can be implemented for relatively modest cost and in a way that
does not significantly diminish economic returns from power generation.

The foundation for the proposed changes is a move to integrated adaptive management
of the Bow River System from headwaters to confluence—an approach that considers all
users as well as economic, environmental and social impacts. This opportunity represents
a significant shift in thinking and action and reflects the approach that is emerging
through Alberta’s Land-use Framework to place-based management.
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OPPORTUNITIES FOR THE BOW RIVER SYSTEM
The opportunities that emerged from this work support the goals and principles of other
key policy documents and approaches, including the Water for Life strategy and the
South Saskatchewan Regional Plan
being developed under the Land-use
Framework. These opportunities are
offered to the Government of Alberta and
others with a stake in the way the Bow
River System is used and managed, for
consideration.
OPPORTUNITY 1: Manage the Bow
River System in an integrated, adaptive,
end-to-end manner, considering all users,
interests and values

Spray Lakes Reservoir
in Spray Valley above
Canmore

At present, many parties manage the
Bow River System on a reach-byreach basis for independent purposes,
including power generation, irrigation,
and meeting municipal needs. Social and
environmental considerations such as
fisheries, aquatic and riparian habitat,
and recreation are not always factored into management decisions, although they can have
important economic spin-offs too. Integrated management would optimize opportunities
for licence holders, the environment and other users along the entire system.
OPPORTUNITY 2: Pursue and support discussions between the Government of Alberta
and TransAlta
Although TransAlta’s primary interest is managing the Bow River System to maximize
power generation revenues, the company continues to work collaboratively with other
water users. TransAlta is now facing significant capital upgrades to its operating system,
which creates a rare window of opportunity to influence long-term infrastructure
investment choices and introduce a new management approach. There is a unique and
timely opportunity for the Government of Alberta and TransAlta to discuss and negotiate
the benefits, costs and opportunities related to integrated management of the Bow River
System, specifically with regard to the storage reservoirs upstream of Calgary.
OPPORTUNITY 3: Identify and consolidate the functions required to enable integrated,
adaptive management of the Bow River System
The opportunity to take a new direction would mean re-managing the Bow River as an
integrated system from source to confluence, with a new long-term management function.
The Government of Alberta could continue to be ultimately accountable for administration
of water and watershed management activities, but the success of these efforts in the Bow
Basin depends on a shared approach to management involving the key water managers
and users of the resource. The potential roles, processes and authorities of a shared
management function should be designed by a multi-stakeholder group, comprising at
least some of the members of the Bow River Project Research Consortium, and should
draw on the many successful examples from other jurisdictions.
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OPPORTUNITY 4: Encourage and enable transparency and open data
Collaborative and transparent processes can successfully address complex, multi-faceted
issues, yielding cost-effective and innovative approaches. The right information is a
fundamental element for success, but often this valuable data and other information are
held by the provincial government and it is not always easy to determine what is available
and how to access it. The Government of Alberta and stakeholders are encouraged to
explore ways and means of making their many excellent resources more easily accessible
to researchers and others engaged in initiatives similar to the Bow River Project.
OPPORTUNITY 5: Continue working toward an improved and integrated Bow River
Management System
Although a number of opportunities for better managing the Bow River System emerged
from this project, additional work is needed to:
a) ensure that all the goals identified for the project are met without unintended
consequences, and
b) identify and assemble data to further enhance the Bow River Operational Model and
contribute to efforts that may emerge from this project to model other river systems in
Alberta.
Moving ahead with this work in 2011 would build on the momentum from this phase of
the project and would provide timely support for discussions between the Government
of Alberta and TransAlta. As well, other stakeholders may be in a position to take action
in some of the areas where more work is needed. These include: economic analysis
related to hydro operations, recreation, tourism and fish habitat offsets; ecological and
environmental considerations; additional modelling work; institutional arrangements;
drought and flood mitigation; and green power.

The results, conclusions and opportunities in this report describe many significant
benefits to integrated management of the Bow River System. All of these benefits
could accrue to southern Alberta and the province as a whole through a thoughtful,
well-planned and timely response to the opening that is expected to occur in the next
year with respect to managing this river system. The Bow River Project Research
Consortium is optimistic that these opportunities will be acted on and is pleased to
have contributed to the discussion.
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